
Chapter 8

The Other Density

egardless of how fantastic is the Electromagnetic Density

which we have discusse4 it is not nearly as fantastic as is

the "Other Density" which must be recognized if we are to
develop a clean and abundant energy source' The Electro-

magnetic Density by itself is like a ship in a stormy sea without
a captain, or worse still, like a complete moon lander system

of launcher, orbiter and lander, without NASA and their
computer complex. Ships and space probes along with their
methods of propulsion are the result of electromagnetic

sciences, but the designs and construction as well as the stability

and effectiveness of these sciences are directed by Consciousness

or Mind, The consciousness of the captain and of the men

who make up NASA has never been seen with physical vision,

but neither has 9990 of the Electromagnetic Density. Our
physical vision can see only that portion of the Electromagnetic

Density which is in frequency focus, and none of the forces in
the Other Density. Because the Other Density is not electro-
magnetic, it does not supply electrical resistance for our
physical senses to detect.

In the science of nuclear physics there is evidence of two
densitites: the Electromagnetic Density and the Other
Density, which is not electrically charged and which at the
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deepest penetration of research is stable and indestructible.
We will summarize the research leading to this evidence.
Before the advent of the atom bomb, the electron and the
proton were considered to be the strong, electrically charged
forces in the atom, and parallel to them, gavity and magnetism
were considered to be the strong forces of Space. Following
the atom bomb with its great release of heat, these electrical
forces gained still more prestige as strong forces of Space.
After 3 decades of manipulating the atom, the non-electrically
charged forces are likewise considered to be strong forces. The
neutron bordering the proton is recognized to be the strong
force at that junction while the elusive neutrino, still further
away from the electrical forces, is recognized under certain
conditions to be a strong force, and the neutrino quarks are
considered to be indestructible. The electron and proton of
the atom and magnetism and gravity of space are considered
to be one and the same forces, the difference being one of
state only. Currently there is a conflict because the strong,
nonelectric forces found in the atom cannot be proven to be
caused by magnetism and gravity, nor by the proton and
electron. It took billions of dollars and countless man-hours
to discover that all forces of the atom do not appear to have

an electromagnetic cause. One discovered fact though is well
established. The electrical stability of the atom depends on
the strong nonelectric force for stability.

Electronic physicists are planning advanced communication
into still greater depths of density in Space, which tells us that by
scientific experience the Electromagnetic Density is accepted
rc be stable even in very high densities. Since it is known that
ar the atom level, stability is supplied by the strong, non-
dectrically charged forces, it follows that the same must be
rue regarding the electromagnetic forces in Space. Therefore,
the cause of the stability in space is supplied by strong, non-
dectrical forces co-mingled with electrical forces. The Other
Density is free to instantly apply stability in any frequency or
s& e throughout the Electromagnetic Density, because it is
nt electrically charged and thus is free of electrical resistance.
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By the principle of containment of systems within systems,

One Law can mentally be seen to be based in Infinity and in
Vibratory Stillness, From electronic sciences we know that
within the electromagnetic realm, the greatest density is the

most compact and the most roomy; also ihat wherever it is

found, the electrically charged density is also motion and is

never still. Therefore, although the Electromagnetic Density

borders stillness, it cannot be Infinite Stillness and still be the

density that it is, The Cosmic foundation is unmovable Stillness'

It is a strong force so compact that no other force can penetrate

or influence it. The foundation and authority of the Other

Density is parallel and co-mingled with the Electromagnetic

Density wherever it is found, and consequently in every sub-

stance built of atoms from the most minute to the most massive'

It is said that our complex physical body is like a mini-
universe. To this we must add that it also consists of two
densities. When we quote, "Prison bars do not a prison make,"

we are saying, "you can contain my physical body, but you

cannot contain me as a consciousness, because my conscious-

ness is in the Other Density." The Other Density has no

electromagnetic resistance so it cannot be confined by any

electromagnetic means (iron bars). However, as is shown in
atomic research, the Other Density can and does contain and

regulate the Electromagnetic Density. Each atom, cell, organ,

erc., throughout our body contains both densities. We are Spirit

with physical experiences (soul) using a measure of Wisdom'
The floating decimal in an electronic computer is a measure

of the power of numbers, but there is a much more sophisticated

floating decimal which allots to us a personal Sate to Cosmic

Wisdom. Every living biological form has a floating decimal

which determines the style and scope of its personal tap of
Cosmic Wisdom, and allocates sufficiency to meet the need

and purpose of its being. A single cell organism has within its

form an allocated amount of the Other Density consciousness to
serve its purpose for being and to assure survival. Accordingly,

up through the animal kingdom, each form and species has its

distinct measure of Cosmic know-how and authority sufficient
' to guide it without effort to perform in the manner we call
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"orderliness of Nature" or "instinct." The floating decimal
ir mankind is of greater scope than in animal or vegetable life.
h"e have the extended privilege of self-choice as to the measure

of Cosmic know-how and imagination we use to fulfill our
Eds to be a living being with personal and individual aspira-
tbns, emotions and achievements. Our personal floating
&imal allocates to us the right to use an ever greater measure

of Cosmic Wisdom. This potent force in us is a measure of
Cosmic Density and is used by us to manipulate Electromagnetic
Density in all of its variety. The Cosmic plan of orderliness is

r heritage, even though we may call it instinct or intelligence.
Whenever mankind practices self<hoice and self-government,

Stillness is a basic factor to the extent we use our floating
&imal. Mankind sits in comparative stillness of national
oflice which has granted common authority, and from there
aends to the affairs of state. Those in office mentally see the

roblems that arise from changes, both Cosmic and man-made'
ad mentally instigate laws intended to be more in harmony
rith unavoidable changes in evolution of society. Stillness, in
dls case, is the lack of physical activity with a predominance

of mental activity. With capabilities not common in the animal
Lingdom, mankind also regulates the affairs of corporations
md other enterprises which they have created, to which they
give physical status. Each group of corporate or company
officers and voters, authoritatively, in the name of that entity,
regulate the far flung affairs of that entity, which cannot be
physically seen and whose problems those who regulate it may
uver have physically witnessed. Even the tribes who have

ser heard of, or seen an example of, state or corporate law,
oake regulations from a central state of accepted authority
(rh chief's hut), and order these laws fulfilled for the
imended good of the tribe. Stillness regulates motion even in
raffic. Stationary traffic signals regulate fast moving and
inermingled traffic in an orderly manner. This is true of
lavigation aids and rules of the road, the sea and in the air.
The faster and less maneuverable that traffic becomes, the

,3reater is the need and extent of the regulations. Laws are
rade in stillness, but they apply to motion and activity,
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our bodv. from the atomic to the whole' is stable only

b*;. il'i;ornuentti" filler is contained in a strong force

p"ii.* *iirt 
""rtesion-. 

The strong bodv of us is 
-the 

ch.annel

rhrorrch which the consclousness operates and'performs in this

"'itt*i.t."'"iir; 
. our physicat senses dre electomagnetic'.

6l*' iiirriourno, and personol identiry are sophisticated

irri ii rii orn"r Densitv' The electronic solid state computer

ao-pfo, and its temporary intermediate and permanent

..'""i.rt 1".t. is a copy of us and our two-density operation'

ilil'fi;';;an-fi,nitutiont not common to us' A short

;;;;;i;i.;t""ic principles tells us much about our personal

electromagnetic senses or sensors' This science started -with
;;;ffi;;f ih. *o,t simple radio tube' which is a diode

Jii" .""tt"r g"e. Di-ode stands for 2: cath-ode and an-ode'

il;;";;;;;;;;i;.n *itt' uoltue"' passes from tle c?th:de l:
,rt"'-"i.-"tia 

"hen 
a controlling gate Grid) is placed between

ii. tit"ir"" ".a 
positive points the simple diode becomes a

;;:;; ;;;tiolled flow of current with the current flow

li-ltr'r"^*! iireaion onlv' This simple tube' which made

radio possible, became more sophisticated and more sensitive

"ri-ti.i. o"ttrble great advances in electronics' eren to

ffi ;;iltbl. itt" 
-tittt 

electronic brain' one-wav flow..of

"t.'t*i 
i"J l.*rolled flow of current are in function similar

;^tdil;;;;;;.;ices, as in the conventional tube' Diodes.and

;;;;ttd;;;rf"i.'ttt"t" functions in solid-state devices'
-f"i.""r"a 

t"".s of these and other electronic components can

uit-,"'u. ."rr!o a sophisticated array of diodes and.supporting

Iii"Jri""". *a iesistance' In.this analvsis' which is a com-

;;;;;;;;;hvsical senses io electronic functions' we are

iii.Jiv rti"*iei in the one-wav flow of cu'ent 
^andLhe;;;-;"; diode function' The heart of the computer comprex

i;;."y of sophisticated diodes' The operator- of this

i"t"o"i* J".of"x stands directlv behind the arrav ol9::i:''

"nJift. 
O"tu that he triggers pass through the diodes as ptt::es

"nJ 
rtuv,f,.r" until they are irased or stored in memory' The

main difference between us and a computer-operator- combi-

tJion it that we are self-contained' i'e'' we are two densities
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ir one. The operator of the computer-complex re-ads.the

-rtt""i Ju,u *ith physical vision' We live in two densities

;;;"; access to the data without physical vision or.senses

;;;;ii;-o1her Densitv, where our consciousness is' has

l-.r**ugn.tic resistance' Our consciousness does not

;;i;.;;;.-*av diode, and thus we can consciouslv know

-a in.. out *ftole body. We are in total a Consciousness and

e srbservient body. Our diode-like physical senses cannot.sense

Jar-*-a to*"ta cause; they must sense outward to experience'

;;;r ;"; they talk back to consciousness even though

e;;;;il;;";t, ieeplv involved in the experience' is stronglv

;;;J;y what thi ienses feel' In this state of Life we as a

il;;;.;;;tor within the Electromagnetic Densitv which

;;.i.,it; ot .onr.ut,t, positive and negative' paramagnetic

-a al"*ig""i", acid and alkaline, steroid and peptides.' and

-*t"tiitg" rt"trnones and enzymes' These at different levels

.t N",u.j, teeter-totter and by this cause and effect we as a

-otaioutn"rt operate our electromagnetic form' With auto-

ttrion ttigg.t.a Uy desire, we instigate primary motion to our

muscles which then compress and relax to perform motion'-Our

-,i*-l"ir it a very complex arrangement' .During.waking
hurs when our I is in control, the subservient body is-on

o-J-tv ".,if 
called upon by Consciousness to perform'.[n a

5t. ;;; ;tt brain and its memory are on stand-by waiting

for Consciousness to direct and use them'^-il;;;;;ii 
;sleep, it is a definite' two-densitv happening'

Oui ionrciourn.ss withdraws from active coupling with the

"ntti."i'i"at. 
it'e body, its physical ego and its memory bank

in'u".".. l"*,ive and the involuntary functions' which are

;;;;;;G;, carrv on during this sleep period of reju-

;;t"". we-cali this falling asleep, and there are timesrlhen

ti, fdtlng t""a, to be very real' The normal state of going to

*c:p ir rrn'oottt, and we are unaware of the occurence of sleep

;i;;';;;.; and know that we have b:9" i:1,:tti,ll"]:
,)t) )i) *t fta as if we were literallv tattins as

fr{:;"^;";;ith a mightv jerk' rhis seemrig

rlo^.iourn.ts moving upward from the body
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in one. The operator of the computer-complex reads the
computer data with physical vision. We live in two densities
and have access to the data without physical vision or senses

because the Other Density, where our consciousness is, has

no electromagnetic resistance. Our consciousness does not
recognize a one-way diode, and thus we can consciously know
and sense our whole body. We are in total a Consciousness and
a subservient body. Our diode-like physical senses cannot sense

backward toward cause; they must sense outward to experience,

neither can they talk back to Consciousness even though
Consciousness, deeply involved in the experience, is strongly
swayed by what the senses feel. In this state of Life we as a

body, are a re-actor within the Electromagnetic Density which
is a density of contrasts: positive and negative, paramagnetic

and diamagnetic, acid and alkaline, steroid and peptides, and
contrasting hormones and enzymes. These at different levels

are Nature's teeter-totter and by this cause and effect we as a

consciousness operate our electromagnetic form. With auto-
mation triggered by desire, we instigate primary motion to our
muscles which then compress and relax to perform motion. Our
entire body is a very complex arrangement. During waking
hours when our I is in control, the subservient body is on
5tand-by until called upon by Consciousness to perform. In a
like manner our brain and its memory are on stand-by waiting
for Consciousness to direct and use them.

When we fall asleep, it is a definite, two-density happening.
Our Consciousness withdraws from active coupling with the
physical body. The body, its physical ego and its memory bank
all become inactive and the involuntary functions, which are

of cosmic origin, carry on during this sleep period of reju-
renation, We call this falling asleep, and there are times when
rhis falling seems to be very real. The normal state ofgoing to
-.leep is smooth, and we are unaware of the occurence of sleep

:ntil we awaken and know that we have been asleep. There
are times though, that we feel as if we were literally falling as

re go to sleep and we awaken with a mighty jerk. This seeming
:dl is that of the Consciousness moving upward from the body
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in a normal manner except that it is done a bit prematurely

and the de+oupling takes place while the senses and sensors are

still active; thus the body seems to be falling rather than the

a;;t;u;..t raising upward' This is comparable to certain

inaccurate reports of movement our senses may give us even

when we are awake' For example, when we are parked at a

stop signal among other cars, and an auto along. side of us

-ou.t iuttit. we are looking at it, we automatically jam on our

Urut". 
" 

Uit harder because it seems to us that we' rather than

the other car, have moved. We need a third reference to

piv.i"alv know which car has moved' In falling asleep there

is no third reference as our eyes are closed' There is though' a

."*ui r"f...n." which is the sensation of falling' and the

,uAa"n .i.tf it u .ancellation of the separation of the Conscious-

ness from the body' or of falling asleep'---it 
. ,.purution oi I and my body can be known at many levels

of awareness' Another unusual happening' which sometimes

takes place when falling asleep, is to suddenly become aware

of U"ing pu."fyr.d and unable to move any part of the body'

ittit e."titary happens when the one going to sleep is both

;;ff;iit ani rnentattv fatigued' In this state of.f?tl9u:,lh'

ie-coupling in the process of going to sleep takes place

;il;it 
"but 

not mintallv' The Consciousness is aware of

irt.j pftvtf."f form, but its communication exchange is deacti-

""iJ. 
rni, writer keenly remembers struggling in near panic'

;';"; .u.n on. finger while in this temporary state' This

;;;.;* of paralvsis, both when falling asleep and a few

i*.t ii"*"t.i.ing irom sleep, happened when I was an early

;;;;;g".. It was my first experience with two.states of con-

sciouJness (two densities)' It was an early challenge to reason

*i,frin *yt.tf 
"oncerning 

the relation of the physical body to

itr.-Conr"ioutn.ts and to gain a feeling that there is a personal

lii. 
"p"t, 

from the phvsical form, and thus that I co.uld

.p.r#lna.p*a.ntty oi it' This reasoning made it possible

, to experience what is commonly called out-of-b.ody experience

without fear. When fear is removed by reasoning' it becomes
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easy to overcome paralysis which is encountered in connection
with sleep, and also to go to sleep without fear of paralysis

even when mentally and physically fatigued.
Out-of-body experiences have been knowingly practiced

throughout history, especially by those trained in mental
rather than physical pursuits. Recently, there has been much
written about this experience, and the belief in Life after death
is widespread. A current survey shows that about 50q0 of
today's teenagers believe in some form of life surviving death,

and in spite of public teaching, only about lTVo believe in the

theory of evolution so thoroughly that they believe in death
as the end of conscious Life, or that the physical is the cause

of the Consciousness.
Although the ultimate proof of Life after death comes at

the end of this life, such proof comes too late to help us

understand our relation to the Other Density during this
experience. We need that understanding nou' to help remove
the barrier that stands between limited and unlimiled supply
of energy and other Life support. At the time of this writing
there is an increase in the reports of out-of-body experiences,

in spite of the fact that they stir disbelief and skepticism in
various fields of science because they do not fit into what is

considered pure science. The most personal of these reports
relate directly to Life after physical death. They speak loudly
of two distinct realms or densities and tell of basic differences
between the two. All of these experiences give reports of the
Consciousness separating from the physical body, and are

usually associated with an experience of some physical crisis
nhich leaves the body near to death, or even technically dead
(which fact is substantiated by hospital and doctor's reports).
In all cases the reports given by the persons who had the
experience are basically the same, telling of the individuals
suddenly finding themselves, as Consciousness, gently floating
above their physical body, free of gravity and able to move
about merely by the desire to move. Often, if the physical

crisis is known to others, they will see those closely involved
such as doctors, nurses, etc., attempting to save their life and

6l
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also see members of their family and wonder why all .are 
so

"o*.tn.A 
*ittt that physical body' If their attention is directed

away from the immediate area, they see vivid colors that may

ftuua rit. and shape similar to those they left, but in a setting

,-fru, i, .o* p.u..ful and tranquil' Althriugh detached from

itte ptrvsicat Lody, the entity is aware of past experiences in

iftut^uoav; howeuer, there is no special desire to return' The

aor, aornaon reason for returning to the physical form- is 
.a

i..fing of auty, or an obligation to those who would suffer if
they did not return.

For thos" of you who wish to look deeper into out-of-body

e*p"riences thei" is a nearly unlimited source of reports to be

found. These reports are world-wide and found in many

*Jiv 
"nA 

monthly publications, in many recent books telling

of investigations and studies, and also in ancient books such as

the Tibelan Book of the Dead. In fact, the reports of experi-

ences in this field are so numeous that one hesitates to mention

any special one because so many will be omitted-; however'

there are two recent books that are of interest' The January

lii i"oarr't DiSest contains a condensation of the book

Lik After L6e, inicn was written in 1975 by Ravmond A'
V"oav, :.., fuD, who also has a Ph'D in philosophy' Another

Uoot on tt is subject is Deallr and Dying, by Elizabeth Kubler-

iott. en interuiew with her is presented in the April 1977

issue of lqdle Magazine'- 
siologicat scierice is an energy science, as are the sciences of

activatiig inanimate materials and man-generated electricity'

Modern medical science uses advanced life-support equlpment

on physical bodies that are technically dead' and often that

Uodv i.,u.n. to normal physical life' This action is definitely

energy-associated and is a broadening influence to all sciences'

The-May 17 , lg77 National Inquirer tells of a noted German

physician, Dr' Paul Becker, who interviewed patients who

Lua U..n technically dead for up to 5 minutes, i'e" they were

minu, pulr", breathing and blood pressure' When revived by

modern means, each had their story to tell, and that story was
' oi,tt"i, Consciousness and awareness which was entrenched
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in the physical body, surviving without it. It was called the
"Soul leaving and going to Heaven," even by those who
previously held no strong religious beliefs. Dr. Becker admitted
that before he started these interviews, he thought out-of-body
stories were "crazy"; however, he said that the evidence
gathered was too strong to ignore-there is Life after Life.

Out-of-body experiences, allegorically speaking, are that of
Consciousness backing up towards lnfinity and into greater
density (Other Density), and thus out of coupling with rhe
physical body or Electromagnetic Density. Many of the
reported happenings specifically agree that there is no sense

of heat or cold, light or dark as is known here, and that the
:€nsations, especially that of sight, are received without their
going through a physical process of detection. The body that
is known by the Consciousness in the Other Density is neither
rarm nor cold; the light that is known is not associated with
light or shadow that is Sun-oriented. The sense organs that
register electromagnetic contrasts do not apply in the Other
Density. However, Life based in the Other Density knows all
of the emotions, aspirations and deep desires that are common
ro the electrical side of Life. They are though, of higher
:ssence and are expressed and felt in the realm of law and
order. Thoughts and things do not have to pass through
clectromagnetic senses to be known; therefore, the Other
Density is secure as a foundation of Life for the masses,
baause it does not have the possibility of secrecy that is
Fevalent here.

ln many fields, science by the advancements in technology,
s touching Life at a higher level. Each new finding is an

=pansion of science and thus serves to broaden the term
--pure science, " not by altering data, but by the expansion of
uowledge. Invisible pulsars in Space, and strong, nonelectri-
::111" charged forces in the atom, plus an anti-state of matter
rr the atom level and pre-atomic, out-of-body experiences do
r,-rr match most current concepts of Space. New scientific
sua. in order to fit, calls for a broader Unified Field-a
Tro-Density Unified Field, rather than one that recognizes
rc.[ gravity and magnetism.
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Many unusual demonstrations which now cause scientific
frustrations can, with a two-density theory, become scientific
tools for advancement, as well as giving an explanation of
much electromagnetic phenomena. Let us look at some of
these current happenings in the light of trio-density theory.
Uri Geller, a young Israelite, brought many unusual demon-
strations to scientific attention. Some of these were the bending

of metal objects, such as forks, spoons and keys, by mental
attention rather than by physical force. He also identified
objects and writings, which he could not physically see, and
performed many other feats of electromagnetic phenomena.

These are explainable only by a two-density theory. Con-
sciousness, pattern and cohesion are based in the Other
Density and interwoven with the Other Density. Consciousness

and desire are direct influences at the unseen level of Life.
Magic or deception must be ruled out, when we consider the
fact that many others are now copying Geller, and that some

of these are only 5-year-olds in Japan and elsewhere. It hardly
seems conceivable that those so young could have become

adept in magic or deceptions.
A later addition to those who copy Geller is reported in the

May 17,1977 Notional Inquirer. An artice tells of a l6-year-old
Israelite, Ori Scoray who resides in Australia. When he saw

Celler "do his thing" on TV, he retired to the kitchen and
much to his surprise did likewise. Ori's demonstrations have

won him a trip to Israel where he demonstrated his powers

for scientific tesls and airing at the University of Jerusalem.
Those evaluating Ori's ability admit that though it seems

impossible, the bending of metal bars and other objects
definitely takes place. Within 5 minutes, Ori bent a stainless

steel bar, a bar of brass and a third bar of steel. All of them
were bent to a diff'erent angle than they would have bent had

it been done by physical force. This was also true of the keys

that were bent.
A modern demonstration of firewalking that is reported in

Cuinness Book of World Records took place in Phoenix,
'Arizona, on March 7, I975. The temperature of a 25-foot-
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long barbecue pit was measured with a pyrometer, as is used

in a foundary to measure metal heat. It registcred l'830'F'
The firewalker was Komar, a Hindu Fakir, born Vernon Craig

in 1932 in Hamilton, Ohio, where he has been employed as a

cheese maker. He is self-trained in many unusual feats of mind

over matter. The information for these data are taken from a

book, Life Without Pain copvright 1976 by Bost Enterprises,

lnc., and written by the Amazing Komar and Brad Steiger' As

t$o men, shielding their faces from searing heat, spread the

coals in Wayne County Home's barbecue pit into a smooth

bed, Komar prepared himself for the hot walk by calmly

*alking about until he felt ready to perform. Then as about

1.000 people watched, some about l5 feet away, Komar calmly

stepped into the pit and slowly but steadily walked its entire

length. At the far end a doctor awaited to offer assistance' He

extended his hand to help Komar from the pit. "No, thank

,rou, l'm alright," said Komar. When the doctor gave him an

on the spot examination, he confirmed the firewalker's self-

diagnosis. There were no blistering burns, only a slight pinkish

8:tow. Unable to believe his finding the doctor took a second

bok; "Not even a small blister," he announced.
Firewalking is a phenomenon that admittedly remains a

mystery even to those who have spent years researching the

iubject. It needs to be remembered that all of the research is

done from the Electromagnetic Density and subject to electro-

magnetic laws only. When one remembers that the reported

out-of-body experiences never included heat or cold, then the

m-vstery begins to weaken. When we add the fact that strong

iorces contain the Electromagnelic Density at the atom level'
rhere unbelievable heat is released without a resulting chain

r€aclion, we weaken the mystery even more' When we further
rdd that Consciousness and mentality are based in the Other

Density, we can see still more light and less mystery.

Komar says of his experiences, "lt is a form of out-of-body

-perience. I do not picture myself as standing apart watching
'JIe action in an astral body or anything like that' It is a

idlsational feeling, as if I am free of the body. It might be
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possible to build up a mental field so strong that I can put a

iayer of 'something' between my feet and the hot coals' I feel

hiat, but yet don't feel it-it's a weird sensation that I cannot

adequately describe. I cannot talk after I gq,t into that state of
minO. I *att around and around the coals, blocking them out

to the point where they don't exist anymore' Although they're

there, in my mind they don't exist. When I get so convinced' I

walk a few steps away from the coals, raise my hands to let

everybody know I'm coming through, pull up my pantaloons

and start to walk across'"
If there were only the electromagnetic realm, there would

be no place for the withdrawal of Consciousness' neither

would ihere be strong forces available for Consciousness to

call upon to protect sensitive feet and body from extreme heat'

with two densities to draw upon, Life can be many things in

many situations.
Another two-density phenomenon is that of psychic surgery'

which is the manipulation of flesh. Authentic psychic surgery

is taking place worldwide, and although it is usually done

without-fanfare, it is thriving and gaining in prestige' in spite

of unfavorable publicity and harsh measures to control its use'

Without two densities, psychic surgery could not happen' but

with the two-density theory, it is not only possible' but scien-

tifically explainable as being possible Although it is practiced

througioui the world, it is probably the most extensive and

well klnown as practiced in the Philippine Islands' Psychic

surgery is the practice of healing by the parting or m-anipulating

of flein and body structure for the purpose of removing

abnormal growths or repairing damaged physical parts' some

of which are declared inoperable by conventional surgery

(such as repairing an optic nerve). Those who perform the

operations'are untrained in the medical field and do their

surgery without anesthesia or special attention to sanitary

p.a-.tii.t. It is often denied that surgery has been performed

on the grounds that no scar is found after the manipulation'

, and thal there are no infections in spite of the lack of strictly

sterile opcrating practices. The untraincd persons who perform
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the operations report that they are assisted by entities from
the Other Density (out-of-body entities, enjoying freedom
from electromagnetic resistance), who have had past training
in medicine and surgery while in this Earth experience. These

entities direct and guide the entire surgery project to the extent

that the untrained persons on this side are only the physical

tool and a source ofphysical energy which can be, and is used

to do surgery in the electromagnetic realm.
We have stated that both cohesion and pattern of biological

bodes are in the Other Density, and authentic psychic surgery

serves as evidence of this claim. Flesh, when made manipulative

by the altering of cohesion, allows for the separation of
abnormal growths and for correcting injuries, which are only
imperfections in the physical filler of the strong force frame-
work and pattern. The lack of infection is explainable by
accepting that foreign materials do not belong in the pattern,

and thus are discarded from the scene of the surgery while the
area is in flexible or fluid form. The lack of a scar following
psychic surgery is also explainable by the two-density theory.
The pattern does not include a scar. Since the pattern was not
disturbed by the manipulation which took place from the Other
Density the electromagnetic filler flowed back to a perfect

state, leaving no scar. The many forms of Spiritual healing'
which includes the laying on of hands, also leave no scars

because the unnatural materials and infections are caused to
go back into the unseen intangible realm from which they
came, this without disturbing the surrounding flesh or organ.

Theoretically, placing the substance of pattern into the
Other Density is as logical as placing it in a microscopic bit of
chemical substance of a cell (DNA), which most likely is a
bridge or catalyst between the two densities. The pattern is

permanently perfect in the Other Density and in Consciousness.

This also explains why people can at times feel the presence of
a limb that has been amputated. The expression "seeing is

believing" relates to experience on the electromagnetic side of
the diode barrier. To the senses reality stops at the diode.
Anything happening at the other end of the diode is disqualified
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if we think only with our senses and from accumulated
programing data that relates to this physical experience.
Things that are slrange to the senses are not strange in two-
density light. Though the senses demand visual or sensual
proof, such demands can create confusion because of the
built-in limitations.

Another happening that appears to have a two-density base

is that of people not awakening from sleep when threatened
by fire. Because this can happen even while camping out in
the open, one cannot blame smoke suffocation alone as the
cause of the person not awakening to the danger. When we

consider heat and cold to be a product of the electromagnetic
realm, we have a reasonable answer to the burning without
awakening. Sleep is a stage between complete coupling and a

complete lack of coupling (de-coupled) and comes from the
consciousness moving out of complete coupling with the
physical body, although not as far out as in an out-of-body
experience. Thus in sleep the Consciousness, which is still
partly coupled, cannot see the body as it can when it is

completely de-coupled, or when awake and closely coupled.
For this reason, in a state of deep sleep, the Consciousness is

not aware of the danger of heat because it does not know heat
(or cold) directly, since they are only felt and reported to the
Consciousness by and through the electromagnetic sensors. A
person can also freeze to death if asleep. Those who are

caught in excruciating cold fight sleep due to exhaustion,
since sleeping in extreme cold can be as fatal as sleeping in
heal, because neither is felt by the Consciousness when it is

detached from the physical sensors.
The neurosurgeons, in Chapter 2, were seeking to find

where "perception occurs-where nerve firings become music
or vision," and they admitted that they did not find such a
point in the brain. These searchers are dedicated in purpose
and diligent as well as earnest in deciphering their data, but
they are handicapped for the lack of a basic framework broad

'enough to encompass their findings. When we recall that an
out-of-body Consciousness is one and the same Consciousness,
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that moments before was closely intermingled with the body'

"nJ 
,ftu, in this detached state they are still aware of the

problems that they (the Consciousness and the body) were

jointly involved in, we realize that the neurosurgeons cannot

consummate their search for a physical spot where perception

o..urr, b".uur" that spot is entrenched in the Other Density

and known only to the Mind.
Komar's firewalking fills a missing gap concerning the

otfrer Density. He staies from experience that while- he is in

tt e mood foi firewalking, he is mentally detached from the

feet that walk over the hot coals. Komar, in personal words'

told us what primitive men who practice firewalking did^not'

He stated that his ability to protect the physical body from

the fire was made possible by mentally dividing himself' to be

active in two densities at the same time' While in this state' by

or with natural desire, he can direct the Other Density forces

ro insulate and isolate electromagnetic heat that belongs to

the subservient Electromagnetic Density' Komar's secret does

not tie in conditioning his feet' A physician's analysis of
Komar's feet was, "skin as soft as a baby's'" When we

combine what is reported in out-of-body experiences at the

rechnical death of the physical body' and know that a strong

force body accompanies the Consciousness' then strengthen

rhis beliei by ."minding ourselves that Uri Geler and others

alter cohesion from that state, then untold phenomena become

two-density happenings. When this is scientifically accepted'

:hen that science will mature to be more effective while also

broader in scope.
Nikola Tesla, who pioneered alternating current principles

{ill in common use to distribute generated electricity' was a

gtnious in his time. His opinion of the future progress of
--,cience 

is quoted thus, "When science begins the study of
aonphysical phenomena, it will make more progress ln one

*caae tnan all the p..uious centuries of its existence'"


